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What is Overseed?

Fall/Winter Season

Overseeding is the process of implementing

With the number of Villages residents rising
every single day, it is more evident than ever that our
golf courses need to be taken to the next level of
consistency and sustainability in regards to turf
conditions throughout the year. Therefore, the practice
of overseeding will be implemented in very limited
fashion on specific areas of our championship golf
courses in 2018. All other areas will instead be utilizing
low rates of nutrients and pigments throughout the
winter months to help maintain turf color and enhance
growth. It is believed that the negative side effects of
overseeding far outweigh the positive aspects, in
regards to long term playability, sustainability, and
overall health of our golf courses.

cool climate tolerant grasses to help combat growth
and appearance when our Bermuda grass goes
dormant in the fall and winter. While there are many
positives to adding overseed and it is something that
has been done on golf courses for decades, recently
there have been large movements to replace this
method with other practices. This is especially true for
those facilities that desire consistent turf conditions
and sustainability throughout the entire year . These
alternatives have been referred to as “liquid overseed”
where the traditional seed is replaced by nutrients for
growth and various pigments to assist with color. For
research and more information on overseed practices

For the next few months as Fall approaches
and cooling weather accompanies it, we can expect to
see our golf courses continue to get stronger and
healthier. What we will not see are extended course
closures due to overseeding practices, nor will we see
excessive amounts of water being put out onto the
courses to help with the grow in process. We will need
the help of our residents in order to achieve the goals
that we have set. Simple things can go a long way on
the golf course when it comes to helping us be good
stewards of our golf courses. Recognizing wear
patterns in high traffic areas and avoiding those areas
will be key. Diligently repairing divots and fixing ball
marks will play a major role. Adhering to signage,
deacon beacon placement, and parking posts will help
to keep those sensitive areas in good shape. Lastly,
helping to educate fellow golfers and fellow residents
on these practices is going to be very important in
order to keep our movements going in the right
direction.

and other discussions, visit www.usga.org.

Winter Reminders


Repair ball marks on the green, no matter how big or small.



Help each other by filling those divots with sand provided.



Keep all 4 tires on path when parking.



Be mindful of cart signs and stakes on the course.



Don’t forget to rake the bunkers and keep the rakes inside the
bunkers.

Be sure to open your window of time and course to
maximize your tee time request success!
Your courses proudly maintained by:

